
Iceland
Summer and Winter



The recorded history of Iceland began with the settlement by Viking 
explorers about the year 874.  The Vikings were mostly from Norway 

and the British Isles.  By 930 the Viking chiefs had established the 
Althing Parliament. Christianity arrived at the end of the 10th century, 

through the influence of the Norwegian king. 



Ø A reconstruction of a Viking ship.  The island was mostly independent and Icelandic historians documented the 
island’s history in books referred to as sagas.  Through the centuries Iceland came under the control of Norway, 

Sweden, and Denmark.  It gained sovereignty after World War I. 



Iceland was neutral in World War II but the UK peacefully occupied it in 1940 to prevent a German takeover.  The US 
took over the occupation in 1941and built a military airport which became the current Keflavik International Airport.



Everyone’s Favorite Viking



Where Vikings shop…..



IcelandAir. Getting to downtown is problematic, since there is no public 
transportation.  There are buses which will transport you back & forth to your 
hotel.   There’s another bus which will take you to the bus terminal, but then 

you still have to get to your hotel.  Taxi about $100.



Can you read Icelandic? Don’t 
worry!  Everyone speaks English.



Don’t leave home without it – Reallyl! 
Food & drink are expensive.



Radisson Blu Hotel



Iceland lies in the path of the Gulf Stream, which makes the climate more 
temperate than might be expected for its latitude just south of the Arctic Circle. 
Very windy – 156 words in Iceland describing wind.  Population about 335,000 

with about two thirds in the Reykjavik area.



Tectonic Plates



Golden Circle Tour



Þingvellir (Thingvellir)  National Park. Where the tectonic 
plates meet.  Parliament was founded in 930 with sessions 

here until 1798 when the water level rose.  



Walking down to the rift vallley



Geysir – the orginal.



Gullfoss (Golden Falls)





Lots of spray from the falls.



Entrance to the Blue Lagoon



The Blue Lagoon - a man-made lagoon fed by the water output 
of a nearby geothermal power plant



Whale Watching



Buildings around Reykjavik



Oldest Building in Reykjavik-1764



Holdi House - where Reagan and Gorbachov met In1986.  
Former French embassy.



Hallgrímskirkja Church 



Leif

Eriksson



Winter!



IcelandAir Hotel Marina







View of the Harbor



Hotel Cofee Shop





The only gas station in Borgabyggo



The Only Bistro in Borgabyggo



Deildartunguhver Thermal Spring







Into the Glacier. Langjökull is Iceland's second largest glacier











The chapel-rented out for weddings









Restaurants



Harpa Concert Hall 
and Convention Center





Northern Lights


